0--Face Pattern
Take one hard step forward and turn and "face" the QB. This is our uncovered
pattern.

1--Stop Ball
Drive hard to 7 yards and plant your outside foot. Turn inside and come back
to the QB at 5 yards.

2--Slant
Widen your split slightly. Drive hard and plant on your 3rd step (your outside
foot). Head to the back of the Linebackers, not more than 7 yards deep.

3--Arrow
Reduce your split slightly. Aim for a spot on the sideline 3 yards deep on the
sideline and look over your outside shoulder.

4--Drag
Widen your split slightly. Drive to a spot 7 yards deep and plant on your
outside foot. Come across the field and look for the open window.

5--Out
Drive to a spot 7 yards deep and plant off of your inside foot. Look for the ball
as you are coming out of your break.

6--Curl
Drive hard to 12 yards and turn inside. It is important to adjust your break to
find an open window and come back to the QB.

7--Corner
Reduce your split slightly. Drive hard to 7 yards, give a head fake and jab and
plant your inside foot. Head to the Corner of the end zone and look over your
outside shoulder.

8--Post
Drive to a spot 7 yards deep and give a head and shoulder fake. Plant your
outside foot and head for the near goalpost.

9--Fade
Drive hard to 4 yards and plant your inside foot. Bend your route to the
outside of the numbers and look over your inside shoulder.

Skinny
Drive hard to your 3rd step, plant your outside foot and head for the near
goalpost.

Wheel
Reduce your split slightly. Begin this route by making it look like an arrow.
Turn upfield and get tot he inside of the numbers. Look over your inside
shoulder.

Comeback
Drive to 7 yards, plant your inside foot and head to the corner. At 12 yards,
plant your inside foot again and come back to the sideline ending up at a depth of
10 yards.

Dig
Drive hard to 7 yards, plant the outside foot and head to the near goalpost. At
12 yards, plant the outside foot again and head straight across the field.

Whip
Drive hard to the nearest LB making him think you are running a climbing drag.
Punch and pivot on him, sealing him on your outside hip and breaking toward the
sideline.

Climbing Drag
Aim for a spot 23 yards deep and about 7 yards from the sideline.

Bench
Drive hard to 12 yards, plant the inside foot and square your route to the
sideline.

Chair
Drive hard to 7 yards, plant the inside foot and break outside. At the inside of
the numbers, plant your outside foot and climb vertical.

Red 23
Routes can be combined and called in the huddle. We always make the call
from the outside in. For example, the above route would be called "Red 23" as
the outside receiver is doing a 2 and the inside receiver is doing a 3.

